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Empirical modeling of plasma pressure and magnetic field for the quiet time nightside magnetosphere is investigated. Two models are constructed for this study. One model, referred to
here as T89R, is basically the magnetic field model of Tsyganenko (1989) but is modified by the

additionof an inner eastwardring currentat a radial distanceof-3 R•: as suggested
by observation. The other is a combination of the T89R model and the long version of the magnetic field
model of Tsyganenko (1987) such that the former dominates the magnetic field in the inner
magnetosphere,whereas the latter prevails in the distant tail. The distribution of plasma pressure, which is required to balance the magnetic force for each of these two field models, is
computedalong the tail axis in the midnight meridian. The occurrenceof pressure anisotropy in
the inner magnetosphericregion is also taken into accountby determining an empirical fit to the
observedplasma pressure anisotropy. This effort is the first attempt to obtain the plasma pressure distribution in force equilibrium with magnetic stressesfrom an empirical field model with
the inclusion of pressure anisotropy. The inclusion of pressure anisotropy alters the plasma
pressureby as much as a factor of-3 in the inner magnetosphere.The deducedplasma pressure
profile along the tail axis is found to be in goodagreement with the observedquiet time plasma

pressurefor geocentric
distancesbetween-2 and -35 Rr.
INTRODUCTION

Although the magnetospherehas been studied and surveyed extensively for over 3 decades since the advent of
spacecraft,there are still outstanding tasks pertaining to
the quiet time magnetosphere.One of these is a quiet time
magnetosphericmodel with specification of the magnetic
field configurationand the associatedequilibrium plasma
pressure distribution. In the quiet time Earth's magnetosphere, the inertial force pdv/dt is usually insignificant,
and thereforeforcebalanceshouldexist betweenmagnetospheric plasma pressure and electromagneticforces. An
explicit configuration resembling the magnetosphereand
satisfying force balance has yet to be devised.
Equilibrium of the magnetosphere has been studied
theoretically in the two limiting situations of the inner
magnetosphere,where the Earth's dipole field dominates,
and the magnetotail, where the field arises mainly from
the theta-shape tail current system. The inclusion of the
transition region between these two simplified situations
has proved difficult [Voigt and Wolf, 1988]. In the inner
magnetosphere,Sckopke[1972] studied equilibrium under
the assumptionof isotropicplasma pressurein a perturbed
dipole field. This type of investigation was recently ex-
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tendedby Zavriyev and Hasegawa [1989] and Cheng[1992]
with the morerealisticconsideration
of anisotropyin plasma
pressure as observed [e.g., Lui and Hamilton, 1992]. The
magnetotail equilibrium has been studied analytically
[Harris, 1962; Kan, 1.973]as well as examined by numerical simulation [Toichi, 1972; Birn, 1989; Hesseand Birn,
1992].Unfortunately,no globalthree-dimensional
equilibrium solutions are known. Present global MHD simulations do not stabilize enoughto provide them. Two-dimensional numerical solution, when convection is included,
appearsto evolvein ways that may preclude a steady state
equilibrium [Ericksonand Wolf, 1980; Erickson, 1984; Hau
et aI., 1989], although this may be merely an artifact of the
two-dimensionallimitation [KiveIsonand Spence, 1988].
An alternative approach to obtaining equilibrium configurations is to use data. For example, the magnetic field
models of Tsyganenko[1987, 1989], which give averaged
magnetic field values satisfying the static Maxwell's equations,have beenusedextensivelyin relating magnetospheric
regionsto the ionosphericlevel and vice versa [Elphinstone
et al., 1990; Stasiewicz,1991;Elphinstoneand Hearn, 1992;
PuIkkinen et al., 1992]. However, early models of this type
were badly out of force balance [Walker and Southwood,
1982]. Particularly pertinent questionsrelated to any empirical magnetic field model are therefore the following:
(1) What is the plasma pressure distribution in force
equilibrium with the empirical field model?
(2) How is this plasma pressure distribution compared
with
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measurements?
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It is quite evident that the availability of plasma pressure
distribution in forcebalancewith the magneticforcesin an
empirical field model will further enhance its utilization.
Spence et al. [1987, 1989] and Kan et al. [1992] have
inverted the earlier magnetic field models[Tsyganenkoand
Usmanov, 1982; Tsyganenko, 1987] to obtain the equilibrium plasma pressure along the tail axis at midnight by
assuming isotropic or nearly isotropic plasma. The goal of
this paper is to extend these previousstudiesin deriving
empirical magnetic field models for the quiet time magnetosphere, with the associatedplasma pressure in force
equilibrium with the model magnetic field and in good
agreement with observations.Two features are incorporated, namely, the presence of an eastward inner ring
current and the occurrenceof anisotropicplasma pressure.
These two features are found to be essential in arriving at
a realistic plasma pressure profile. This study treats the
simple situation in which the dipole tilt angle is zero,
making the configuration symmetric and easy to handle
without significantly altering the results.

whereCiRC is a coefficient
controllingthe intensityof the
inner ring current and

SiRC
_•p2+(air
C+}iRC)2
,

(2)

•IRC
=• z2+(Do
+VlRChIRc
)2,

(3)

(4)

The location of the point in spaceis given in cylindrical
coordinatesby (p, •, z) and in Cartesian coordinatesby (x,
y, z). The physical significanceof the nonlinear parameters
is the same as given for the outer ring current by

Tsyganenko
[1989].The radial scalelengthaigc relatesto
the geocentricdistance for the inner ring current. The half
thickness of the inner ring current region is represented

by D o. The variationof this thicknesswith localtime, i.e.,
the differencebetween dayside and nightside, is controlled

THE MODIFIED MAGNETIC FIELD MODELS

by the functionhmc with its scalelengthLinc. We find

The magneticfield modelsof Tsyganeako[1987, 1989], that the flow reversal of the ring current from westward to
hereafter referred to as T87L (long version) and T89, have
a number of features that lend themselvesto easy applications. The magnetic field in these models is given in an
analytical form, with most terms bearing physical insights
on the various current systems contributing to the total
magnetic field at a given location.The coefficientsof these
terms are obtained through a least-squares fit to actual
measurements and are derived separately for different
levels of the Kp index to allow for the variability of the
magnetic field with geomagnetic activity. Since we consider here the quiet time magnetosphere,the activity level
chosenfor this study correspondsto the Kp = 0 level. Modified versions

of these

field

models

form

the basis

from

which magneticfield modelsare constructedhere.
The ring current is dominated by the gradient of plasma
pressure.At the inner edgeof the ring current, the plasma
pressuredecreasesrapidly inward, producingan eastward
flowing ring current in the inner magnetosphere[Lui and
Hamilton, 1992]. This ring current is featured in neither
the T87L nor the T89 model. Although this eastward flowing ring current may not alter the magnetic field to a great
extent, as will be demonstrated later, its absencetremendously affects the plasma pressure distribution required to
maintain equilibrium with the magnetic forces. Without
such an eastward flowing current, the plasma pressure in
force equilibrium with the magnetic field will have to increase monotonically inward, as indicated by the earlier
work of Spenceet al. [1989] and Kan et al. [1992], and is
contrary to the observedplasma pressuredistribution.Even
though the required volume current density for the eastward ring current is small, the j x B force is significant,
since the field strength is high (about inversely proportional to the third power of the geocentricdistance) in the
inner magnetosphere.
To include the inner ring current in the model, we construct its vector potential using a proceduresimilar to the
one employedin the T89 modelto represent the outer ring

eastward inside L -- 3.5 can be reproducedreasonablywell
by adopting the followingvalues for the aboveparameters:

Cmc= 760 nT, amc = 1.5RE,DO= 1.8 RE, •mc = -0.2723
(same as the value for the quiet time outer ring current),

andLigc = 1.5 RE. To keepthe total magneticmomentof
the ring currents the same as the original ring current in
the T89 model, we have modified the outer ring current
strength by

C•c = Co•c- Cmcx(amc/ ao•c2,

(5)

where the subscriptsRRC and ORC denote, respectively,
the revised and original outer ring current parameters in
T89. It turns out that the modificationis extremely slight
(only -0.2%). This model with the inner eastward ring
current and a correspondinglymodified outer ring current
strength is identified hereafter as T89R.
Since the T89 and T89R field models give rather weak
magneticfields in the magnetotail [Stern and Tsyganenko,
1992; Rostoker and Skone, 1993; Peredo et al., 1993], we
have also explored the T87L field model. To take advantage of the fact that the T89R model is better than the
T87L model in the inner magnetosphericregion, but the
reverse is true for the distant tail [Tsyganenko, 1989;
Donovan et al., 1992], we combinethe two field modelsby
constructinga hybrid field model (designatedhereafter as
TH) with a transition parameter e such that

Bz,TH= eBz,
87L+ (1- e)Bz,
S9R,

(6)

e=0.5
- 0.5sin
((2(x
- xL)/(x
U- xL)-1)•r
/2), (7)
where Bz is the z componentof the magneticfield along
the midnight meridian and subscripts87L and 89R denote
parameters from the T87L and T89R models, respectively.

The parametersxL andxU are the lowerandupperbounds
of x for the transition. The transition parameter e is 0 at

current, i.e.,

AiR
C= CiRcPS•-R3C,

x = xU and 1 at x = XL,with a smoothderivativede/dx at
(1) the end points.The boundarypointsadoptedhere are xU
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= -5 RE and :•L= -25 RE. We note that the regionof identical, thosefrom the T89 and T87L modelshave differinterest in this paper is the equatorialplane alongthe tail ent values.Earthward of x = -8 RE, both the T89 and
axis in which the magneticfield has only the z component T87L models show a persistent westward current. In con(for a dipoleflit angle of 0ø). The divergenceof the mag- trast, the T89R and TH models show a reversal of westneticfield alongthe tail axis thereforereducesto •B z/3z. ward ring currentto an eastwardring current at -3.5 RE.
It is clear then that the linear combination of the magnetic The presenceof this current reversal is modeledto reprefields from the T87L and T89R models as expressedin (6) sent the reversal noted from the CCE observations [Lui
is also divergencefree along the tail axis. On the other and Hamilton, 1992]. In comparison,we find the observed
hand, if this hybrid modelwere to be extendedbeyondthe current densities appear to be higher than the model valtail axis, there would be a small nonzerodivergenceif the ues at the current density peak but smaller than the model
values at distances further downstream. In addition, the
other field componentswere not modified accordingly.
Figure la showsthe profriesof magneticfield valuesin observedcurrent densitiesare more variable, reflecting the
logarithmicscalefrom the four magneticfield models,i.e., œfiamentarynature of current much like the magnetotail
T87L, T89, T89R, and TH, at the equatorial region along current [McComas et al., 1986].
The observedanisotropyof plasma pressure taken from
the midnight meridian. Note that the four magneticfield
profilesare quitedifferentbetweenx = -8 RE and -30 RE. Lui and Hamilton [1992] is shown in Figure 2 together
The highestmagneticfield values comefrom T87L, fol- with an empirical fit. The anisotropyis seen to be large in
lowedby TH, T89, and T89R. Althoughthe inclusionof the the inner region and decreasesrather systematically at
inner ring currentonlyslightlyweakensthe magneticfield, distances further downstream. The empirical fit to the
is a fifth-orderpolynomialfunctionof x-1, i.e.,
this effectis manifestedquite dramaticallyin the extremely anisotropy
low field regionof the T89 model,where the field magni-

Pñ/ 1•1-1=ao+alx-1+a2x-2+a3x-3

tude goesbelow i nT.
The volume current densities from these four models at

(8)

+ a4x-4+a5x-5,

the equatorial region along the midnight meridian are
examinedin Figure lb. The T87L modeltypicallygivesthe
lowest current densitiesamongthese models.Tailward of

with coefficientsa0 = -0.410554, a I = -9.94369, a2 =
-86.9877, a 3 = -504.066, a 4 = -1110.73, and a 5 =
x = -10 RE, the T89 and T89R modelsgive almostthe -847.912. The rangeof validity for this fit is -2.5 RE > x
samevalues,whereasthe TH modelshowsnoticeablylower
> -15 RE suchthat the plasmapressureis isotropicat x
currentdensitiesbetweenx = -10 and -30 RE. The lower
- 15 RE. That the pressureshouldbe isotropicdownvalues from the TH model, in comparisonwith the T89
streamof x = -15 RE is indicatedby the studiesof Stiles
and T89R models,are expectedfrom the influenceof the et al. [1978] and Baumjohann and Paschmann [1989].
T87L model.Earthwardof x -- -10 RE, althoughthe curGiven a magnetic field model, it is straightforward to
rent densities from the T89R and TH models are almost

computethe magneticforcej x B and determine the pressure force required to balance it. The radial profile of perpendicular plasma pressurecan be obtainedby integrating

•Pñ:
[jxB+(Pñ
- Pll)(b'
V)b]r
3r
'

c:: 1 o•

v
'13

where the subscript r indicates the radial component of
the vector quantity, b is the unit magnetic field vector

...

...

(9)

0 I 01

B, j is the volumecurrentdensity,andPñ andPII are the
plasma pressurecomponentsperpendicularand parallel to
the observedmagneticfield direction,respectively.
Figure 3a shows the result from this computation for

13)I 0o
m

10'1

the T89R modelwith the plasmapressureat x = -34 RE
taken to be 0.074 nPa. This initial value of plasma pressure is obtained by computing the plasma pressure re-
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Fig. 1. (a) Magneticfield profilesalongthe midnightmeridian at
x
the equatorialplane from four magneticfield models.(b) Current
density profiles along the midnight meridian at the equatorial Fig. 2. Observedpressureanisotropyprofile of the nightsidemagnetosphereand an empirical fit.
plane from four magnetic field models.
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872-key protons presented by Smith and Hoffman [1973].
The range of pressurevalues from Explorer 45 data indicated by the error bars actually spans the observedpressure taken during geomagneticallyquiet to disturbed con-

Anisotropic
pressu re

ditions, and thus the lower limit should be used for comparison with the model calculation. As can be seen from
Figure 3b, the model pressureprofile is in general above
the observedpressure profile, especially in the outer region. This finding is understandable and is to be expected
becausethe observedpressure is not necessarilyobtained
right at the equatorial plane and thus is expected to
underrepresent the actual observedpressure at the equa-

Isotropici
press ure i
,

,
,

45 ............

:...............

torial plane. Inside 4 RE, the pressuredeterminedfrom

,

---• ..........

Explorer 45 is noticeablylower than that from CCE values
and the model calculation. This difference may be due to
the upper energy threshold being only 872 keV for Explorer 45 measurements, whereas that of CCE extends to
>4 MeV. It is possiblethat a significant contribution to

Model ..............................
Calculation

CCE Obsi

plasmapressureinside4 RE comesfrom particlesabove
,

,

",?•ISEE-'20bs
•'
0

-5

-10

-20

-15

-25

-30

-35

x

Fig. 3. (a) Equatorial profilesof the perpendicularplasma pressure along the midnight meridian inverted from the T89R magnetic field model assuming isotropic plasma pressure (dashed
trace) and adopting the pressure anisotropy shown in Figure 2
(solid trace). (b) Equatorial profile of the perpendicular plasma
pressure along the midnight meridian inverted from the T89R
magnetic field model in comparisonwith measuredvalues of perpendicular plasma pressure from several satellites.

the 872-keV level. We have evaluatedthis possibilityusing
several midnight passes of CCE during quiet conditions.
We found the ions with energy of >872 keV contributing
typically -50-65% to the plasma pressure at geocentric

distancesinside4 RE. Sincethe disparityin the determination of pressurebetweenExplorer 45 and CCE is about
a factor of 6, we concludethat the different energy passbands can account for a significant portion, but not the
entirety, of the observedpressure difference.
Overall, we find very good agreement exists between
the observedand computedprofiles of plasma pressure on
the basis of the T89R

model. Another

notable

feature

of

the model pressureprofile is its relative constancybetween

the downstreamdistancesof 16 and 25 RE. This finding
quired at the neutral sheet (z = 0) to balancethe "asymp- indicates the small magnitude of the j x B force in this
totic" magnetic field value for the tail lobe region of the region. Reexamining Figure i reveals that the main reaT89R model at that distance. The "asymptotic"magnetic sonfor the decreasein the j x B forcein the T89R model
field value is the x componentof the field at z = 20 RE, is the small value of the magnetic field in that region
which in this caseis -13.6 nT. It is worth noting that since (Figure la), since the volume current density is still subthe plasmapressureis shownin logarithmicscale,a larger stantial at those distances(Figure lb). The more abrupt
initial value for the plasma pressure will not affect the change in the radial profile of plasma pressure occursin
plasmapressurein the inner magnetosphere
significantly. the downstreamdistancesbetweenx -- -12 RE and x -The plasma pressureis assumedisotropicat x =- 15 RE -15 RE, as notedearlier by Spenceet al. [1989].The j x
and further downstream.The computedprofile of the per- B forceis therefore relatively large at the transition region
pendicularplasmapressureis givenby the solidtrace. For between the dipolelike and taillike field configurations.It
comparison,the profile of plasmapressure,assumingpres- is interesting to note that this region may correspond to
sure isotropyat all distances,is givenby the dashedtrace. the hinging point of the tail, where the tangential stress
It is quite apparent that the assumptionof isotropicpres- acted on the magnetotail by the solar wind at the tail
sure results in an underestimate of the plasma pressureat magnetopauseis balancedby the attractive forcebetween
the inner magnetosphereby as much as a factor of-3.
the Earth's dipole and the tail current system [Siscoeand
This finding can readily be understoodby noting that the Cummings, 1969].
plasmapressureanisotropy
insidex -- - 15RE for the quiet
A similar plasma pressureprofile can be obtained from
timemagnetosphere
is in the senseof Pñ > PII'With this the TH model, as shownin Figures 4a and 4b. The plasma
senseof pressureanisotropy,the secondterm on the right pressurebased on the formula from Spenceand Kivelson
of equation (9) addsto the first one, thus requiring a larger
pressure gradient for force equilibrium, as pointed out
earlier by Lui and Hamilton [1992].
The computedperpendicularplasma pressureprofile is
comparedwith observationsfrom Explorer 45, ATS 5, ISEE
2, and CCE in Figure 3b. The ISEE 2 data are taken from
Spence et al. [1989] for the Kp =-1 condition, the CCE
data from Lui and Hamilton [1992], the ATS-5 data from
DeForest and Mcllwain [1971], and the Explorer 45 data
from Spenceet al. [1989], using measurements of 1- to

[1993],

P(nPa)
= 89e-ø'591xl
+8.9]x]-•.53

(10)

is also shown for comparison;the downstream distance x
is in Earth radii. The assumption of isotropic pressure
gives an underestimate of plasma pressureby as much as
a factor of-3 in the inner magnetosphereas before. The
most significant difference between the two anisotropic
pressureprofilesin Figures 3 and 4 lies in the downstream
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netosphere
(geocentric
distancesof < -3 Rs) as observed.
The secondfeature leads to an appropriateevaluation of
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the plasmapressuregradient.Without the consideration
of plasmapressureanisotropy,the deducedplasmapressuremay be underestimated
by as muchas a factorof-3.
The derivedperpendicularplasmapressureis foundto be
in goodagreementwith the observed
valuesfrom ISEE 2,
CCE, ATS 5, and Explorer45. The T89R and TH models
thereforeprovidequiterealisticrepresentations
alongthe
tail axis in the midnight meridian of not only the quiet
time magneticfield but also the associatedequilibrium
plasmapressuredistributionsneededto providethe force
balancewith the magneticforcesin thesemodels.The range
ofvalidityfor the T89R andTH modelsin representing
the
magneticfield, the volumecurrentdensity,and the anisotropic plasmapressureconsideredhere is -2.5 Rs > x >

-35 Rs. Thepresentresultalsosupports
theearlierfind-

..............
,.............
:............

ingsfromSpenceet al. [1989]that the gradientof plasma
pressure
showsa relativelylarge changein the transition
E
regionbetweendipolelikeand taftlikefield configurations.
col 10'•
A regioncalledthe inner edgeof the plasmasheethas
l,
•'
• -:
•1 :
',"•"-"
ISEE-'2
Ohs /!
been
introducedin the early studiesof the energeticpar,•,,I
....
I ....
I,,,,
i ....
I,,,,
i ....
tide environmentin the magnetosphere
[Vasyliunas,1968;
-5
-10
-15
-20
-25
-30
-35
Frank, 1971]. It is a regioncharacterizedby an exponential decreaseof electron energy density with decreasing
Fig. 4. (a) Similar to Figure 3a exceptthat the perpendicular radial distanceand is generallylocatedat geocentricdisplasmapressureis invertedfromthe TH magneticfield model tancesof-6 to 8 Rs in the nightside.
Many researchers
instead.(b) Similar to Figure 3b exceptthat the perpendicular implicitlyassume
that the inneredgeof the plasmasheet

plasmapressureis invertedfrom the TH magneticfield model is associatedwith an earthward decreaseof the total plasma
instead.

pressure,and theorieson the closureof the large-scale
region2 field-aligned
currentsystem[Iijima and Potemra,

regionof x=-10 to -20 RE. Whereasthe T89R profie 1978] have been built upon this assumption(see,for exshowsa relativelyconstantpressurein this region,the ample,thereviewbyMaukandZanetti[1987]).Aspointed
otherprofileshowsa continuous
pressure
increase
toward out by Mauk and Zanetti [1987], the observedplasma
shows
a persistent
earthwardincrease
ratherthan
the Earth. This continuousrise, however,only contributes pressure
ratherinsignificantly
to the plasmapressure
earthwardof a decreasein the geocentricdistancesusuallyascribedto
x---8 Rs. The continuous
changein plasmapressure
re- the inneredgeofthe plasmasheet.In termsoftotalplasma
The plasma
flectsa moregradualtransitionbetweenthedipolelikeand pressure,thereis no edgeat thosedistances.

taillike field configurations
as well as a morex-dependent commonlyidentifiedas constitutingthe plasmasheetin
(tailward of the geocentricdispressure
forthe near-Earthtail regionin this modelthan the outer magnetosphere
tance
of
~10
R
E)
gradually
becomes
the hot ring current
that in the T89R model.The empiricalformulaby Spence
The absenceof a large-scale
plasma
and Kivelson[1993] also comparesreasonablywell with particlepopulation.
in the so-called
inneredgeof the plasma
themodelprofie.Theformulagivesa goodfit to theplasma pressuredecrease
pressure
withinthe rangeofx-- -2.5 to -15 Rs but over- sheet indicatesthe necessityto modify the conventional
for closingthe large-scale
region2 field-aligned
estimatesit insidethis regionand underestimatesit fur- mechanism
current.An alternativemeansfor the region2 field-aligned

ther tailward.

current closure in an earthward increasing plasma presSUMMARYAND DISCUSSION

sure conditionhas been proposedby Lui and Hamilton
basedon the work of Sato
We haveinvestigated
twoempiricalmodelsfor the speci- [1992].They have suggested,
ficationof magneticfield and the plasmapressurefor the and Iijima [1979],that the correctsenseof field-aligned
quiettimenightside
magnetosphere.
Thederivedmagnetic currentwill be generatedif the VPñvectoris inclinedtofield modelsare extensionsof the previousmagneticfield ward the midnight meridian more than the VB vectorin
modelsof Tsyganenko
[1987, 1989]by the additionof an both the premidnightand the postmidnightsectors,since
inner eastwardring current.Furthermore,in constructing the senseof the field-alignedcurrentis determinedby the
the equilibrium
plasmapressure
alongthe tail axisin the sign of the triple productof B, VPñ, and VB. Figure 5
graphically.In otherwords,a
midnightmeridian,we havetaken into accountthe pres- illustratesthis configuration
plasma
pressure
in
the
midnight
sectorslightlyenhanced
enceof plasmapressureanisotropyin the inner magnetosphereearthwardof x =- 15 RE. An empiricalfit to the overthat of the adjacentlocaltime sectorswill satisfythe
observed
pressureanisotropy
in the innermagnetosphererequirement.
At least two aspectsof this studycan be improvedin
(between
2.5 and 15 Rs) is alsoprovided.
Thesetwo new
the
future. One is to extend the calculation to other local
featuresprofoundlyaffect the deducedplasma pressure
profile.The first featureleadsto an earthwardreduction times besidesmidnight,and the secondis to extendit in
of the plasmapressurein the innermostpart of the mag- the z directionto coverthe region away from the equato-
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